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Abstract-Bifurcations of the singularity E6: f = .x3 + _v4 are considered. The principal 
aim is to give a visual description of the geometry of the universal unfolding 
F(x,y;a,b,c.d,e) = x3 + y4 - ax - by - cxy - dy2 - exyZ 
by means of a tableau of sections. Two such tableaus are described: one has two- 
dimensional sections over a three-dimensional base while the other has three-dimen- 
sional sections over a two-dimensional base. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a study of the singularity f = x3 + y4, which is designated E6 in Arnold’s 
classification [l]. Specifically, we shall describe the bifurcation set of E, and relate it to 
critical point configurations of the different functions in a universal unfolding of Es. 
The germ Es has codimension five, which puts it outside Thorn’s original list [23 of 
catastrophes. Thorn limited his study to singularities whose codimension did not exceed 
four because he interpreted unfolding variables primarily as space-time coordinates for 
generic morphologies in linguistics [3] and biology. Now, however, catastrophe theory 
is applied to a wider range of phenomena- for example, in engineering [4,51. thermody- 
namics [6], optics [7,83, and the behavioral sciences [9]-unfolding variables are inter- 
preted simply as parameters controlling a process in some way. Because there is no u 
prior-i limit to the number of such control variables, there is an increasing need to un- 
derstand the singularities of higher codimension. 
To see how Es fits into such a general study it is helpful to look first at the way 
singularities are used to model systems. Most applications of catastrophe theory are 
based on the principle of least action. We can take this to mean that the possible states 
of a particular system or process are given by points x in R” and that there is an additional 
parameter c in Rk which controls the process in the following way: for each c there is 
an “action,” or potential function fc : R ’ --, R, and the state actually assumed under the 
control c is a minimum off,. In elementary catastrophe theory this model is specialized 
by taking the potentials fc(x) to be unfolding functions F(x;c) of a singularity g(x) = 
F(x;O). In this case g is called the organizing cenlcr of the model or the process. 
Now suppose that g is compact; that is, for some function g* representing g the sets 
g* I constant are all compact. Then every function in a universal unfolding of g has a 
minimum, so g is the organizing center of a complete model, in the sense that any system 
it describes has at least one state in which it can exist. for any choice of the control c. 
In Thorn’s original list, only the cusp and the butterfly are compact; indeed, most appli- 
cations use one of these catastrophes. In Arnold’s more inclusive list of simple singular- 
ities [ll, no other compact germs appear except the cuspoids A %+,: f = x2k+2, which 
generalize the cusp and butterfly. The noncompact singularities, among them the umbilics 
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(Arnold’s D series) and the exceptionals (E series)-in particular E,-represent transient 
processes or partial unfoldings of complete models. 
The first complete models of a system with two essential state variables-that is, the 
corank two compact singularities with smallest codimension-are the members of the 
double cusp family OXg(K): f = .x4 + Kx*yZ + y 4, -2 < K < 2. These germs have 
codimension eight and their geometry is only partially understood [lo, 111. The singular- 
ities which appear in a universal unfolding of OXAK) are given in the bordering diagram, 
Fig. 1 [lo]. We say one singularity P borders another one, Q, if there is a function in an 
unfolding of Q which has a germ equivalent to P; in a bordering diagram, P will be linked 
to Q by a chain of arrows: P + -- * c Q. Notice that OXdK) has no borders of codi- 
mension seven (the germ Pk has codimension k-l). This is a consequence of modality: 
any germ bordering a particular OX,(K) will border the entire family ‘X9, which has 
codimension seven. Since all the borders are simple, their codimensions must be strictly 
smaller than seven. More surprising is the fact that, in corank two, ‘X4(K) has no borders 
of codimension six: the first germ to appear is E,,. Here then we can see the role played 
by Es: it describes the most complex two-dimensional transient process organized by the 
compact double cusp. The geometry of Es is bound to be important in understanding the 
more intricate geometry of the double cusp. 
Remark. While the principle of least action is the starting point of many mathematical 
models, there are some fields. notably optics, where stationary action is called for. Con- 
sequently, all the critical points, and not just the minima, of the potentials fc mentioned 
above are significant, and there is no need for the organizing center g of a complete 
model to be compact. A particular instance is work of John Nye, who has shown that 
the light caustic produced by certain liquid drops is described by Es as a word in the 
noncompact (but harmonic) double cusp x4 - 6xzy2 + y4 [81. 
All these problems require us to visualize five dimensions, but obviously no geometric 
structure of more than three dimensions can be pictured comprehensively. This paper 
uses the simple graphic method of tableaus to describe various bifurcation sets, following 
a pattern already established [ 121 to describe the other singularities of codimension five, 
namely 
&f= x7,Doi:f= k5’-x4;L. 
-*2 -*3 \ 3 2c/ % E 
OX 
6 9 
x -xy 
Dir- 
(K) 
Fig. 1. 
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A catastrophe is the germ of a function at a degenerate critical point. During unfolding, 
the critical point bifurcates into several less degenerate, and ultimately nondegenerate, 
critical points. A configuration of nondegenerate critical points which is not contained in 
any larger configuration is called a blossom. If the catastrophe has corank one or two, 
it will always have a blossom with tn critical points, where m is the Milnor number of 
the germ 1133. In Arnold’s notation, the Milnor number of any germ PI, is the subscript 
k. Thus a blossom of E6 will contain six critical points. 
We may think of a degenerate germ Pk as the confluence of the /i critical points in any 
one of its blossoms, as all the controls are set equal to zero. Of course by giving other 
values to the control variables we may get some, but not all, of the critical points to fuse 
together. The resulting degenerate critical point is the germ of a catastrophe Ql bordering 
Pk, and the configuration of critical points which came together is a blossom of QI. In 
the terminology of the preceding section, QI appears as a word in Pk. It follows that we 
can determine all catastrophes bordering P k-and hence the qualitative make-up of its 
catastrophe set-by identifying all sub-blossoms appearing in the various blossoms of Pk. 
Arnold has used this method to construct bordering diagrams [ll; see also A’Campo’s 
discussion of the process of at-rondissetnenr [14, Sec. 41. 
We can now consider the blossoms of Es, using the universal unfolding 
f(x,y;a,b,c,d,e) = x3 + y4 - ax - by - cxy - dy’ - exy2. 
There are two different blossoms, and each contains three saddle points. By choosing 
the controls (a,b,c,d,e) carefully, we can get a function ffrom the universal unfolding 
which has three saddles, all at the same level. The saddles appear as double points of the 
level curve off at this level, while the extrema lie in the three finite regions bounded by 
the level curve. These two level curves, and the corresponding blossoms, are illustrated 
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). (In a blossom we use the following symbols: @ minimum; 0 saddle; 
(a) 
Fig. 2. 
b 
(b) 
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8 maximum; 0 degenerate critical point of any kind. A line between two symbols in a 
blossom represents a trajectory of the gradient dynamic which connects the two points.) 
The equations (see [ISI) which define these curves are, respectively, 
(a) x3+y4- 27t4x - 36t3y2 = -162P; 
(b) x3 + y4 - 36t4x + 72t3y2 - 12txy’ = 484 ts. 
The parameter t can take any positive value, so these functions do indeed border the 
degenerate germ Es. 
EB contains three different words of maximal codimension four; that is, the blossoms 
of E8 have as sub-blossoms three of the catastrophes of codimension four (or Milnor 
number five), namely the butterfly As, the dual butterfly A$, and the parabolic umbilic 
Ds. All other sub-blossoms involve fewer than five symbols and hence they represent 
catastrophes bordering one of these three; in particular we can construct the bordering 
diagram for Es as it appears in Fig. I. For further details about the blossoms of all these 
bordering germs see [121. 
Considering in turn each of the three maximal words in E6, we outline the relevant 
sub-blossom with a dotted line, and we follow its degeneration into a single point through 
an appropriate sequence of level curves. Later on, when we construct the bifurcation set 
of Eg, each of these catastrophes will appear as a curve in our five-dimensional control 
space. 
The butterfly As (Fig. 3) appears in only one way, symmetrically in the blossom which 
has three minima. This means that the curve of A 5 points in the control space will have 
only a single component, and it will be symmetrically placed with respect to the controls 
involving y; that is, the curve will lie on the hyperplane b = c = 0. 
..*--**-.... . . . . . . . . . ..-.a- _........... -a... 
.* *, 
: ‘. . 
; 
..: - 
*5 
Y-Y?-+? 
Fig. 3. 
The dual butterfly A g (Fig. 4) has many similarities with A5 : A$ appears in only one 
way, symmetrically in the blossom with two minima, and the curve of A: points in the 
control space will have only a single component, lying on b = c = 0. A basic difference 
between the butterflies is that As is a degenerate minimum while AS is a degenerate 
saddle. The level curve in Fig. 4 reduces to a pair of tonics having osculatory contact at 
the A$ saddle point. 
The parabolic umbific D, (Fig. 5) has two different blossoms, and one of them appears 
in each of the two blossoms of E,. The transition from one Ds blossom to the other-or, 
for that matter, from one Es blossom to the other-can be realized by the elliptic umbilic 
catastrophe D;. This is shown on the left hand side of Fig. 5; in DC, three saddles fuse 
with the extremum they surround. The parabolic umbilic is a degenerate saddle, like 
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A 2, but it differs from the butterflies in an important way. The butterflies appear sym- 
metrically while the D5 blossoms sit to one side- the critical point which persists through 
the catastrophe is the minimum in the upper right. Because the blossoms of Es are 
symmetric, there is a second parabolic umbilic in E 6. Its blossoms are reflections across 
the vertical axis of the ones appearing in Fig. 5, and the minimum which persists is on 
the left instead of the right. Consequently, the D, curve in the control space will have 
two components, symmetrically placed across the hyperplane b = c = 0. 
(fy$yg~; x _R 
** .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -**a . ..* 
/.--- . . . . . . .._.... 
;’ 
q. 
‘.-**- . . . . . . . . . ** DC- se Jyf (” 
*..” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --.**-*.. 
%qJ-y-@ yy -x/ D5 
*.....: 
Fig. 5. 
3. TABLEAUS 
The aim of this section is to analyze the catastrophe manifold and catastrophe set of 
E6 by means of a tableau of two-dimensional sections. If f is a universal unfolding of Es, 
the catastrophe manifold (with respect to .f) is defined as the locus 
M = (x,y:a,b,c,d,e) : a'= af = 
ax ay 
in R7, 
and the catastrophe map x : M ---f R5 is the restriction of the projection (x,y;a,b,c,d,e) 
H (a,b,c.d,e). The catastrophe set, or the bifurcation set, K of Es is the apparent contour 
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of x; it is the image in the control space R5 of the set of singular points of x : K = 
x (singx). (In fact. only the germs at the origin of these manifolds and maps are consid- 
ered. Moreover, the germs depend on the unfolding of f, but it turns out that their 
diffeomorphism types do not [16, Chap. 71. Thus, the basic invariant in catastrophe theory 
is the germ diffeomorphism class of x, but in what follows we shall continue to use the 
less precise language of functions.) 
To begin, we group together variables in the following way: 
S = R* : (x,y) state variables 
A = R2 : .(a,b) first controls 
C = R3 : c* = (c,d,e) tableau controls. 
We can now write our universal unfolding in the form 
f(ww,b,c,d,e) = 2 + y4 - ax - by - f* (.r,y;c*). 
This allows us to express the catastrophe manifold M as the graph of the smooth map 
T:SxC-+A 
a = E (x,y; c*) 
T: 
b = E (x,y; c*). 
Hence, M is diffeomorphic to the source of T; let 8: S x C ---, M denote this diffeo- 
morphism. Define (Y : R5 * R5 : S x C -+ A x C as the composite of 8 and x: 
SxCh4CAxCx.S 
a \I X 
AxC 
(x,y,c*) L ( af* af* -Y&v-$ c*,x,y 
\I 
1 
a X 
($y$) 
Then LY is right-equivalent o x, and so it can replace x in our analysis of E6. In particular, 
since 0 maps the singularity set of cy to that of x, we have 
cw(singa) = x(singx) = K, 
the catastrophe set of E6. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 6. The new map LY is 
easier to work with and visualize, because it has a linear source. 
The tableau controls c* enter into these definitions in a way which allows us to de- 
compose LY as a family of plane maps parametrized by c*: 
%* : R2-+R2:S-,A 
‘y,*(&Y) = ( z (x,y;c*), E (x,y;c*) 1 . 
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Fig. 6. 
In fact, q* = T 1 S x {c*}. The other maps and spaces decompose the same way (see 
Fig. 7) and we find in particular that 
K = L& Kc* = U aycb (singa,*). 
c* 
This says that if we reduce the study of the catastrophe set K to the sections Kc* we can 
exploit, for the purposes of visualization, the fact that each K,. is itself an apparent 
contour. But now, instead of a single set K, we have tQ3 sections K.*-i.e., a three- 
parameter family-to piece together. This trade-off works, however, because the base 
space C also decomposes into a finite union of strata on which the diffeomorphism type 
of cq*, and hence of K,., is constant. We can therefore get a reasonably practical and 
finite picture of K by sketching the stratification of the three-dimensional space C and 
a typical two-dimensional section K e* associated with each stratum. This picture is called 
a rubleart. Chenciner’s “clock” diagram of the parabolic umbilic 12, p. 86; 17, p. 1661 is 
a tableau; it is part of a general pattern of umbilic tableaus described in [ 121. 
We begin construction of the E6 tableau with the umbilic locus D. It is a major land- 
mark, and it is easy to compute. Except for the Eg point at the origin, the umbilic points 
of the catastrophe manifold M are all those for which .f(x,g;a,b,c,d,e) has a critical germ 
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Fig. 7. 
of corank two. That is, there is a point (x,y) at which all first and second partial deriv- 
atives off with respect to x and y vanish. Since 
af - = 3x2 - a - cy - eyz 
ax 
a_f - = 4-P - b - cx - 2dy - 2exy 
ay 
cf = hx 
a2 
@f -= - c-2ey 
axay 
a2f - = 12y2 - 2d - 2ex, 
ay2 
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we see that the umbilic points in M lie on a surface parametrized by y and e and given 
by the equations 
x=0 
a = e3 
b= -89 
c= -2ey 
d= 63. 
When this surface is projected down to the control space it acquires a singularity at 
the origin. Projected further, to the base C of the tableau, it becomes the umbilic locus 
D. Thus, D appears in C as a Whitney umbrella (see Fig. 8) defined by 
c+=;d& dr0. 
e 
Fig. 8. 
Next, we use the Hessian to refine D into elliptic (D:), hyperbolic (D:), and parabolic 
(D5) umbilic strata. In terms of coordinates centered at a point where f has an umbilic 
germ, the Hessian off has the form Q + R, where Q is a quadratic form and R contains 
only higher order terms. It is not difficult to show that the nature off depends only on 
the discriminant A of Q, in the following way: 
A>0 fe D; 
A<0 f'=D; 
A=0 fE DC,. 
Since f E D has an umbilic germ at (0, - c/2e), we introduce new coordinates 
x=x 
Y= c+ 2ey 
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Hess .f= 
= 
= 
Note that the linear term 
of Q is 
6X -Y 
-Y (12/4e2)( Y - c)~ - 2d - 2eX 
(18X/2)( Y* - 2cY + c’) - 12dX - 12eX’ - Y* 
-(12eX* + 36(c/eZ)XY + Y*) + 18XY’. 
[(18c2/e2) - 12dlX vanishes identically on D. The discriminant 
h = (182c2/e4) - 12e, 
so the curve of parabolic umbilic points in D is given by 
D, : 273 = es. 
Since c = -2ey, we can pull the discriminant back to the (y,e) plane of parameters 
originally used to define D. We find that D, is given by the ordinary cusp 
108~~ = e3, 
while D; ‘points lie above, and 0: points lie below, the cusp. Thus, the umbilic locus 
D is stratified as shown in Fig. 8. Notice that this stratification bears out the qualitative 
results of the last section; specifically, the Ds stratum has two components symmetrically 
placed with respect to the plane c = 0. 
Another landmark to place in the tableau is the butterfly locus. The cuspoid locus in 
general is determined by the condition that the Hessian matrix off be singular (corank 
at least one) but not vanish identically (corank two). Furthermore, at cusp points the 
integral curves of the kernel field of the Hessian matrix are tangent-i.e., have second- 
order contact-with the cuspoid locus, while at swallowtail points they have third order, 
and at butterfly points fourth order contact with the cuspoid locus. We use this condition 
to get the butterfly locus. 
From the symmetry considerations of the last section we can expect that the butterfly 
points will satisfy y = b = c = 0. Thus, the Hessian matrix is 
( 
6x - 2ey 
-2ey 12y2 - ) 2d - 2ex ’ 
it is singular where 3x(6y2 - d - ex) - e2y2 = 0, and then the vector (ey, 3.~) generates 
its kernel. The integral curves of this vector field are the tonics 3x2 - ey* = const., and 
in fact the conditions af’lax = 0, c = 0 show that the constant is just the parameter u. 
The condition for the curve of singular points to be tangent to the kernel field is 
6ey3 = (-36x2 + 4e2x + de)y. 
A butterfly point must lie on the singular set and satisfy y = 0; thus, x = 0 or x = -d/e. 
Since x = y = 0 does not satisfy the tangency condition, the origin is not even a cusp 
point. Substituting x = - d I e into the tangency condition gives 
0 = -3d(12d + 8.). 
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and we can see from Figs. 14.8-14.9 and 14.15-14.16 just how this gives fourth-order 
contact between the singular set and the kernel field. Thus the curve c = 0, d = -e3/12 
is the butterfly locus in the base C of our tableau; see Fig. 8. From Figs. 14 or 2 we see 
e > Ogives A,and e < OgivesAf. 
The swallowtail strata are the last major feature of tableau space C. The swallowtail 
has codimension three so these strata appear in C as portions of surfaces. They are given 
by polynomial equations as the other strata were, but we shall place them in C by a 
heuristic method, instead. 
It is known that the catastrophe sets of the butterflies and the parabolic umbilic each 
contain two swallowtail strata. (Usually only one stratum of double swallowtails is shown 
for the parabolic umbilic; however, generically it splits into two strata, each carrying a 
single swallowtail.) The geometry of these strata is shown for the butterflies in Fig. 9 and 
for the parabolic umbilic in Fig. 10 [2,12,17]. Notice that the relation between the three 
kinds of umbilic strata in Fig. 10 corresponds to what we have found for these strata in 
the E6 tableau (Fig. 8). 
Fig. 9. Fig. 10. 
The swallowtail strata appear symmetrically about the plane c = 0, and they meet this 
plane only once, along a curve which can be determined the same way the butterfly locus 
was found. Referring to Figs. 14.6-14.7 we see that a pair of swallowtails occurs when 
~1 # 0, so the equation of the singular set can be used to eliminate y from the tangency 
condition, giving 
0 = 648x3 - 90e2.? + 4e4x + de3. 
This equation has a double root when d = - e3/18 and when d = - 14e3/243. A further 
check shows that e > 0 is required as well. We shall see in the next section that the first 
equation defines a pair of “beak-to-beak” catastrophes (Fig. 14.5), while the second gives 
the swallowtails we are seeking, The curve c = 0, d = -14e3/243, e > 0 is the line of 
intersection of two separate surfaces, each carrying a single swallowtail. By symmetry, 
one of the swallowtail sheets emerging from each D, curve should go to the A5 curve 
and the other to the A f curve. The simplest configuration fulfilling these conditions is 
shown in Fig. 11. Two swallowtail strata make a direct connection between D5 and AS, 
while the other two emerge from DS, cross, and then join As* from the opposite side of 
the plane c = 0 on which they originated. A diffeomorphism of the tableau space C 
provides an equivalent picture (Fig. 12) in which the organization of the elements is 
perhaps easier to visualize. 
This completes that part of the stratification of C which is due to the presence of high- 
codimension catastrophes in the plane sections indexed by C. There are, however, other 
nongenetic plane sections, and they give rise to further strata. For example, a section 
may contain a “beak-to-beak” or a “piercing” point. Except for an occasional reference, 
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Fig. Il. 
Fig. 12. 
we shall not include these other strata in the tableau, because they would obscure an 
already cluttered diagram, and they are merely an artefact of the tableau method. They 
do not appear in the full control space, or even in the tableau of three-dimensional sec- 
tions, to be described below. This latter tableau gives us the best picture of the catastro- 
phe set, and its construction is the principal aim of this paper. The tableau of plane 
sections plays the role of temporary scaffolding: a full description of it is not needed for 
our purposes. 
4. PLANE SECTIONS 
In this section we look at certain plane sections of the catastrophe map a:M + R’. 
namely 
a = 3x2 - e3 
(Yo*d*e ’ b = 4y? - 2dy - 2exy. 
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These are the sections which appear in the tableau space C on the strata which meet the 
symmetry plane c = 0. The maps all exhibit bilateral symmetry about the a and x axes, 
so we shall depart from the usual convention and draw these axes vertical. 
The singular set of (Y~,~,= is the cubic curve 
(18x - e*)f = 3x(d + ex). 
The curve has two asymptotes: 
a parabola x + (d/e) = 64/e for x large; 
a line x = e2/18 for y large. 
The singular set of (Y is its fold locus; higher order singularities (cusps, etc.) appear on 
the fold locus where it is tangent to the integral curves 3x2 - ey2 = const. of the kernel 
field of the Jacobian matrix of CX~,~,~. [Note that the field is not continuous at the origin, 
where the kernel vector is (1, O).] In the diagrams we use open circles to indicate these 
tangency points on the singular set. 
There are essentially sixteen distinct maps (Y .d o &, corresponding to the regions in the 
(d,e) plane which are indicated in Fig. 13. This is just the stratification of the (d,e) plane 
as part of the tableau space C. We shall describe these maps in sequence. Since the (x,y) 
plane is part of the catastrophe manifold M, each point in it represents a critical point of 
one of the unfolding functions f. The degenerate critical points lie on the fold locus of CY, 
and the nondegenerate ones in its complement. For catastrophe theory the fate of the 
minima-their appearance and disappearance- is particularly important, so in the dia- 
grams of Fig. 14 the minimum points in the (x,y) plane are shaded. Their images under 
a are also shaded, with an intensity that indicates how many times an (a,b) point is 
covered-that is, how many minima (0,1,2, or 3) the corresponding unfolding function 
possesses. 
e 
13 
Fig. 13. 
In Fig. 14.1 (double hyperbolic crmbilic), the fold locus consists of three straight lines 
intersecting in two points at which (Y has the form of a “quart0 map” (or “handkerchief 
fold”; see 117,181). The images of these points therefore represent hyperbolic umbilics 
in the control space. The action of (Y is straightforward: a fold along the y axis is followed 
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a 
I Fig. 14-1. 
by two folds parallel to the x axis. To make the apparent contour easier to draw and to 
see, cy is opened up somewhat, to the form it acquires in region 2. 
In Fig. 14.2, the asymptotes to the fold locus are drawn with a dotted line. Notice that 
the compact component of the fold locus (the points inside it represent maxima, by the 
way) is tangent to the kernel field of hyperbolas at the three points indicated; their images 
are cusps. To visualize the action of (x- to see how it twists and folds the source to apply 
it to the target-map the source to a Whitney umbrella (a), turn its ends back toward the 
center, and allow the middle sheet to straighten itself out through a cusp point (b). Then 
a projects this surface to the (u,5) plane, symmetrically as shown. 
Fig. 14-2. 
In Fig. 14.3 (elliptic wnhilic). the oval and its image collapse to points; the drawing 
in (a) shows the action of (Y just before collapse. In (b), the collapse has occurred, and 
(Y is seen to have the form of the complex squaring map at that point. 
In Fig. 14.4 the oval has reappeared, and it is once again tangent to the kernel field at 
three points. Passage through the elliptic umbilic stratum has produced two important 
changes. First, the interior points of the oval now represent minima, and some target 
points will be triply covered by minima. Second, the lower cusps have been interchanged; 
for example, the one on the left is now on the front sheet instead of the back. Compare 
(a) with Fig. 14.3 (a) or 14.2 (b). This simple interchange makes possible the beak-to-beak 
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a 
b 
Fig. 14-3. 
(b) .. 
a 
b 
b 
Fig. 14-4. 
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of Fig. 14.5 and all further unfolding of (Y. Another view of CY is shown in (b); the fold 
locus is the same but the apparent contour is changed. In fact, CK has passed through a 
nongeneric “piercing” section, where cusp points meet fold lines. (This “piercing” sec- 
tion lies on a separate stratum of the tableau which we have deliberately ignored.) 
a 
b 
Fig. 14-5. I 
In Fig. 14.5 (beuk-to-hecrk), the fold locus becomes the union of a line and a parabola 
as the oval momentarily fuses with the other two components. Each of these fusion points 
is carried by CY into what is known as a beak-to-beak. The action of a can be inferred 
from Figs. 14.4(b) and 14.6. 
In Fig. 14.6, the fold locus again breaks up, but there is no longer a compact com- 
ponent. The beak-to-beak transition contributes four new cusp points, and it is now clear 
how the subsequent unfolding of LY will proceed: the two lower pairs of cusps will be 
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Y 
Fig. 14-7. 
a 
b 
Fig. 14-8. 
Figs. 14-9 and 14-10. 
annihilated in swallowtails (Fig. 14.7), and the upper three will come together in a but- 
terfly (Fig. 14.9). 
In Fig. 14.13 (/z~pr&o/ic ~mbilic), the two components of the fold locus fuse momen- 
tarily, and (Y behaves like a quart0 map at the origin. The cusp point is about to be 
transferred to the component bordering the minima. 
In Fig. 14.15 (&al butter-y), when d > -e3/18 > 0, the upper component of the fold 
locus is concave down, and when d = -e3 it achieves fourth-order contact with the 
kernel field of ellipses at the butterfly point. One can see the butterfly is of dual type 
because the stable states lie inside the cusp shape. 
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a 
b 
Fig. 14-15 
In Fig. 14.16, the upper component of the fold locus is now tangent to the kernel field 
at three points, and the apparent contour takes on the familiar shape of an unfolded 
butterfly, As we approach the starting point on region 1, the upper cusp migrates up the 
a axis while the other two cusps collide with the U-shaped fold contour to form two 
hyperbolic umbilics. We have come full circle. 
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The plane sections of Figs. 14 are the only ones we shall consider. To get a better 
sense of how they all fit together, they are collated into a single tableau, or “clock 
diagram,” in Fig. 15. 
5. THE TABLEAU OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL SECTIONS 
One-parameter families of the plane sections just obtained make a tableau of three- 
dimensional sections, indexed by points in a plane. Let us choose d as the parameter for 
the plane sections (subject to a modification to be described presently), so the base space 
of the new tableau can be taken as the (c ,e) plane. 
According to the choice just made, a three-dimensional section of the control space is 
represented by a line L : (c,e) = const. in (c ,d,e) space. Two lines Lo and L1 represent 
equivalent sections if they can be connected by a one-parameter family Lt, 0 5 t 5 1, 
which avoids the one-dimensional strata (the butterflies and the parabolic umbilic) in 
(c,d,e) space. This is illustrated in Fig. 16; for the sake of clarity, only the umbilic strata 
are shown’. The three-dimensional pictures represented by Lo and L, are equivalent (and 
each contains an elliptic umbilic point) but the section represented by Lp is-very different. 
The elliptic umbilic of Lo is transformed into a hyperbolic umbilic as L, passes through 
the parabolic umbilic stratum. Thus, the stratification of the (c,e) plane is the projection 
of the stratification of the (c,d,e) space, and the projection is a stratified map. (In fact, 
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Fig. 16. 
these stratifications, as well as the stratification of the full control space, are all projections 
of the basic stratification of the catastrophe manifold; see [I II.) Projection onto the (c,c) 
plane presents (+ degeneracy, or “blowing down.” on the axis of the Whitney umbrella. 
The umbrella itself fails to cover the c axis (see Fig. 17). In order to remove this anomaly, 
we modify the projection so it acts at an angle to the d axis, instead of parallel to it: 
e= e-Ed. 
Without loss of generality, we can choose E = 1. The new projection is a stable mapping 
of the umbrella and it exhibits oniy generic Whitney singularities; specifically, the origin 
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Fig. 17. 
is an ordinary cusp point (see Fig. 18). The singular set of the projection lies in the 0: 
stratum (it is given by the equation e = -2~4. Its image under the projection therefore 
consists of points where two hyperbolic umbilics are being created or destroyed, in much 
the same way that cusps are at a “lip” point. Hence, we call these image points the 
D:-lip stratum. The pictures corresponding to points inside the D:-lip stratum contain 
three hyperbolic umbilics, while those outside contain only one. Like beak-to-beak and 
lip strata, the D:-lip is an artefact of the tableau method; it corresponds to no stratum 
in the full control space. 
A complete stratification of the (c,e) plane involves the cuspoids as well; it is given 
in Fig. 19. The image in the (c,e) plane of the complete stratification of the (c,d,e) space 
is also shown in Fig. 19. 
We are now ready to look at the three-dimensional sections corresponding to different 
strata of the (c,P) tableau. By symmetry, it suffices to consider the six marked in Fig. 19 
(the pictures for the D, and D:-lip strata are essentially the same as the one for stratum 
5). The first three sections can be assembled from the plane sections we have already 
seen, and the rest can be inferred from the parabolic umbilic tableau. 
In all the sections we eliminate those strata around which the number sf minima does 
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not jury. Notice, for example, that the triangular shape in Fig. 14.2 can be eliminated 
because it is simply an interface between saddles and maxima; as the shading indicates, 
the number of minima is constant in a neighborhood. The resulting pictures are simpler, 
and they concentrate attention on the fate of the minima, which is almost always the 
determining factor in applications of catastrophe theory. 
In Fig. 20 (stratum l), there is a very complex singularity at the origin, corresponding 
to Es itself. Essentially, the tableau is the bifurcation history of this singularity. In moving 
from one stratum to the next, it is helpful to focus on a particular feature which persists 
in a recognizable form through all the pictures. We choose the vertical cusp edge; because 
it resembles a ship’s prow, it will be easy to talk about as well. 
The various sheets of the surface in this figure separate regions where the number of 
minima possessed by unfolding functions has different values. Specifically, we find that 
there are no minima below the surface, while above it there is one outside the “ship’s 
hull” and inside there are two. 
a 
b 
Fig. 20. 
In Fig. 21 (stratum 2), starting with d negative, we find a smoothly curving surface 
which develops a cusp edge at the first hyperbolic umbilic point. Then the cusp edge 
bifurcates at a butterfly point; the central cusp rises and becomes asymptotically vertical 
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a 
t 
(this ‘is the “ship’s prow”: we find that it has been pushed aft). The other two cusp edges 
which emanate from the butterfly point continue along and eventually disappear into 
smooth surfaces at a pair of hyperbolic umbilic points. 
In Fig. 22 (stratum 3), the ship’s prow is pushed forward, but it is still asymptotically 
vertical. This vertical cusp edge bifurcates at a butterfly point, and the.outer cusps con- 
tinue downward to meet the horizontal sheet in a pair of swallowtails. The other cusp 
edges from these swallowta,ils join with the central cusp from the butterfly to form an 
elliptic umbilic point (with d -z- 0). This is frankly 
distributed as in Fig. 20, except that now there are 
“tunnel” leading to the elliptic umbilic. 
difficult to visualize. Minima are 
three minima at points inside the 
\ 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 23. 
Figure 23 (pnrabo/ic wnhific tableau) (compare Fig. 10) is a preliminary result intended 
to make the transition through the D5 stratum for Es easier to visualize. On one side of 
a parabolic umbilic, sections of its catastrophe set contain two swallowtails and an elliptic 
umbilic, arranged as in (a). Cusp edges are drawn with a solid line, while self-intersection 
lines are dotted. The tetrahedral shape has its top face removed to show how it is attached 
to the large sheet, and to show how that sheet can be cusped on one end but smooth on 
the other. As the D5 stratum is approached, the tetrahedron shrinks to a point-the 
parabolic umbilic point. On the other side of the D5 stratum, sections contain just a single 
hyperbolic umbilic (b). 
In Fig. 24 (stratum 4), the picture becomes asymmetric as we leave the e axis and 
approach the D5 stratum. According to Fig. 23, two swallowtails should be migrating 
toward the elliptic umbilic, and we see that this is indeed happening. One of them is on 
the lower front sheet and the other is on the far sheet of the ship’s hull; it arose from the 
bifurcation of the butterfly point on the prow. The shaded layers in (a) are removed in 
(b) to show the similarity with Fig. 23(a). Passage through the D5 stratum now proceeds 
as in Fig. 23. 
In Fig. 25 (stratum 5), there is now just a single swallowtail; one of its cusp edges is 
the prow while the other eventually disappears into a smooth surface at a hyperbolic 
umbilic point. The section lying over the (unnumbered) D, stratum is qualitatively the 
same as this one. 
In Fig. 26 (stratum 6), at the D:-lip stratum, a pair of hyperbolic umbilic points was 
created on the near side of the “ship’s hull.” In (a) these umbilics have separated, leaving 
b 
Fig. 24. 
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Fig. 25. 
a 
b 
Fig. 26. 
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a cusp edge between them. When the AS stratum is approached (stratum 2), the 
“forward” hyperbolic umbilic migrates further forward, eventually passing to the far side 
of the swallowtail. This situation is shown in two perspectives, in (b) and (c). The final 
event, which brings us in a full circle back to stratum 2, occurs when the swallowtail 
units with the cusp line to form a butterfly point. 
Figure 27 provides a brief visual summary of the sections over the (c,e) plane, and in 
particular illustrates all the ways that the section containing the Es point (c = r = 0, 
Fig. 20) can evolve. Figure 28 takes the most complicated section of the catastrophe set 
and shows the critical point configuration of each unfolding function in its complement. 
Notice that both blossoms of E6 are present. 
The two-dimensional sections (Figs. 14) were originally obtained through a direct anal- 
ysis of the plane maps (Y&&e. Subsequently, Sandy Grosvenor has verified them by using 
computer graphics, and John Nye’s optical analogue has provided further confirmation. 
The graphics work of George Francis has had a significant influence on the space factor 
sketches of Figs. 14. 
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